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OVERVIEW
LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars, by Charlotte Hathaway and based on the screenplay by Lee Fannning, focuses on presenting 5th-8th grade students with a comprehensive understanding of Content Standard D: Earth and
Space Science of the National Science Education Standards
through narrative story format and additional science
showcase articles. Although the book primarily covers
Content Standard D, The LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on
Mars also presents 5th-8th grade students several opportunities (both through the narrative story and added science
showcase articles) to encounter a wide array of science
concepts ranging from gravity and the electromagnetic spectrum all the way to concerns about space junk and
controversies related to space exploration. These topics enable students to cover several of the National Science Education Standards, a system of standards that is adhered
to by all providers of public education in the United States.
The 12-question addendum added to the book also allows
students to extend and demonstrate one’s own understanding of science concepts covered throughout the book
(narrative story and showcase articles).

The National Science Standards referenced below can be
referenced at the following web address csun.edu/science/ref/
curriculum/reforms/nses/nses-complete.pdf.

OUTLINE OF NSES CONTENT STANDARDS COVERED
CONTENT STANDARD A: SCIENCE AS INQUIRY
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry, and understandings about scientific inquiry” (p. 143, csun.edu).
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Scientific investigations sometimes result in new ideas
and phenomena for study, generate new methods or procedures for an investigation, or develop new technologies to
improve the collection of data. All of these results can lead
to new investigations” (p. 148, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
The LightSpeed Pioneers travel to Mars in the “Tandem
Exploration Craft,” equipped with “coupled pods” technology. The “coupled pods” break apart upon entry on Mars to
enable the cadets to cover more space. This new technology improves the collection of data because they are able
to cover space at a faster speed than if they had all stayed

together. Another example of scientific investigations
leading to new technology, is how the Vitality IV robot in
chapter one is presented as preceding the LightSpeed Pioneers mission. This leads to the reader’s understanding
that this scientific investigation with the Vitality IV lead to
new method and procedure of having humans go explore
Mars, as opposed to a robot. Vitality IV is also presented as
still being a valuable piece in the puzzle of Mars research
as the Beard and Straw Man are excavating her remains.
The LightSpeed Pioneers are ultimately more successful in
their mission as they do not need solar power to maintain
their charge. They are also able to survive the dust and atmosphere with their spacesuits/helmets, and they do not
get too cold. They do encounter other struggles during
their trip and time on Mars though.
CONTENT STANDARD B: PHYSICAL SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop an understanding of, properties and changes of properties in matter, motions and forces, and transfer
of energy” (p. 149, csun.edu).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
In chapter 4, the LightSpeed Pioneers use the magnetic
field to attract debris out of its orbit and away from hitting
their spaceship (p. 38). The spikes were supposed to release
from the spaceship to do this. The first one does release, but
the second one stays lodged and ends up interfering with

their controls (p. 37-38). The “dormant static electricity,”
as Kent describes it, is in the atmosphere and is causing interference with their control system (p. 40). Kent mentions
how their insulation is helping, but he is not sure how
much more it can “off-set” (p. 40). This situation teaches
students about electrical circuits and how insulation helps
slow down or even block electricity from getting through.
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Electrical circuits provide a means of transferring electrical energy when heat, light, sound, and chemical changes are produced” (p. 166, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
1. In chapter 7, LightSpeed Pioneers Bao and Gina use
Mars soil, from Gina’s helmet, that has static electric charge
to interfere with the electromagnet keeping them secured
so they can escape (p. 74).
2. In the Super Science Showcase Answers article “Why
is There Static Electricity in Martian Soil?” staff contributor
Steff writes how static electricity is the result of “electrical
imbalance” between items and their surroundings (p. 76).
Steff explains that surface water on earth usually offsets
this imbalance, while Mars does not have surface water to
offset the imbalance.

“Energy is a property of many substances and is associated with heat, light, electricity, mechanical motion, sound,
nuclei, and the nature of a chemical. Energy is transferred
in many ways” (p. 166, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
1. In chapter 1, Vitality IV needs solar power provided
by the heat energy from the sun to remain charged. The energy from the sunlight is obscured due to the heavy “Martian” dust cloud surrounding Vitality so she is unable to
recharge (p. 7-10)
2. In chapter 8, Laika surveillance model has an infrared
view which shows three red outlines, due to the heat radiating from the bodies (p. 72). This concept is directly tied
to an understanding of how electrons behave (longer vs.
shorter wavelengths, energy, and frequency) demonstrated by the electromagnetic spectrum.
3. Super Science Showcase Answers article “What Is
Radio Frequency?” (p. 85-87) discusses how the radio frequency band is only one band in the whole “Electromagnetic Spectrum” and how its a special form of Light Ray or
photons (p. 86). The article also mentions everything on
the spectrum (i.e. visible light, microwaves, infrared, etc.)
and James Clark Maxwell, who created the electromagnetic
spectrum based on equations describing the spectrum.

CONTENT STANDARD C: LIFE SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop understanding of structure and function in
living systems, reproduction and heredity, regulation and
behavior, populations and ecosystems, and diversity and
adaptations of organisms” (p. 155, csun.edu)
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Extinction of a species occurs when the environment
changes and the adaptive characteristics of a species are
insufficient to allow its survival. Fossils indicate that many
organisms that lived long ago are extinct. Extinction of
species is common; most of the species that have lived on
the earth no longer exist” (p. 169, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
Although content standard C is focused on life science
and the structure and function in living systems, the standard is creatively covered in chapter 1 of The LightSpeed
Pioneers: Stranded on Mars through the Vitality IV robot
living on Mars. In chapter 1, it is clear that the Vitality IV
robot is struggling with the inhospitable climate on Mars.
Thick dust and ice are obscuring the sun from getting to
her solar panels. The robot has scrubbers that are supposed
to clean the solar panels, but the giant dust cloud on Mars

gets in the way of any light that might fuel Vitality IV. Due
to this, Vitality IV’s system begins to adapt and the system
says “‘Eliminating all non-essential processes’” (p. 10). Vitality IV’s system eliminates heating, distribution, and regularity systems to preserve as much charge as possible (p.
10). After this happens, Vitality IV freezes to death (p. 10).
Then, Vitality becomes buried (like a fossil) by quickly settling dust on Mars (p. 10).
“The number of organisms an ecosystem can support depends on the resources available and abiotic factors, such
as quantity of light and water, range of temperatures,and
soil composition” (p. 169, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
This standard can be seen in the way that the narrative
presents Mars as having almost no organisms, expect the
Straw Man and The Beard. Vitality IV’s mission is to find
life, but she only gets the message “‘Potential microbial
life detected’” (p. 8). The narrator explains that the voice
drones the announcement, but “it would sound very excited if it could” (p. 8). This phrase hints at the fact that
finding any sort of life, even if it is just a microbe, would be
extremely exciting. Mars is also presented as inhospitable
to life throughout the narrative story. In chapter 1, the Vitality IV robot struggles to survive and ultimately ends up
“dying” or losing her charge due to running on solar power
and Mars having a limited quantity of light. Mars is again

presented as inhospitable to human life when Gina experiences the crash landing and “Martian” dust gets into her
helmet. Due to the chemical composition of the soil being
toxic to breathe in, Gina experiences unbearable pain and
must press a button to seal the cracks with silicon to be able
to breathe again.
CONTENT STANDARD D: EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop an understanding of the structure of the
earth system, earth’s history, and earth in the solar system”
(p. 158, csun.edu)
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
ORBITS
Gina considers how “The ship’s orbit seems so slow from
where she stands, but she knows it’s going at thousands of
miles per hour” (p. 15). This is directly related to our experience on earth where we are spinning in orbit at about 30
kilometers per second, yet we do not even feel it. The concept of orbits is further discussed when space junk is described as being deadly because it is stuck in orbit making
it go a thousand miles per hour (p. 36-37). Additionally, the
LightSpeed Pioneers learn that they cannot just slow down
the spaceship to avoid space junk because it will catch their
trajectory up in orbit and they will miss their landing spot
called Armstrong’s landing area (p. 35). Here students begin to learn and understand how space travel is based on

complex concepts such as trajectories, physics, and orbits.
LightSpeed Pioneer, Kent, also makes the joke “‘Try not to
let the magnitude of the situation put you off’” when the
cadets are learning about the importance of maintaining
the proper trajectory for a safe landing (p. 26).
MARS
Throughout LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars, the
climate on Mars is addressed both explicitly and implicitly
through the narrative story and the Super Science Showcase Answers article titled “Why is There Static Electricity in Martian Soil?” For example, Mars is described in the
narrative story as having “red dust” when Straw Man does
the explosion to try to uncover Vitality (p. 11), being a
“red planet” Gina gazes out to (p. 13), having “the pattern
of crater-mottling on the surface” (p. 15) that Gina “gets
lost in” while talking to Jonah, having a thin atmosphere
by Laika (p. 23), and having rock formations as well as
barren, dusty ground. In chapter 5, Jonah has to shield his
eyes through his helmet due to the “bright Mars daylight”
when the door of the “Tandem Exploration Craft” opens
on Mars (p. 49). In chapter 7, Mars is further referenced as
“the Martian desert” with a “dusty,” “landmark-less,” and
“monotonous landscape” (p. 63). While reading, students
will also be able to make inferences about Mars’ climate due
to the “ice build-up” that forms on Vitality IV in the first
chapter, how Vitality IV ends up freezing over due to not
producing her own heat (p. 10), and how Gina describes
Mars’ polar ice cap as “[glaring] up at her like a giant eye”
(p. 97), pointing again to the cold climate on Mars. In the

narrative story, Mars’ inhospitableness to life is seen again
as Gina experiences “unbearable pain” due to the “Martian”
dust that gets into her helmet through the cracks after her
spacecraft makes a sudden crash landing in chapter 5. After this incident, Gina has a coughing fit (p. 68) in chapter 7
to emphasize the effects of breathing in the toxic “Martian”
dust. Additionally, the narrative addresses the toxicity of
Martian dust to human life in chapter 6 when Gina and Bao
are captured by the Straw Man. The Straw Man warns Gina
and Bao about the controls on the control panel and how
those controls are their life support. The system sterilizes
the dust contamination from Mars. A vacuum pump then
cleans the dust off Gina and Bao’s suits once they are in the
“CLEAN ROOM” (p. 61). Gina and Bao also “exchange looks
of horror” as the Straw Man picks up a jagged metal device
and threatens to pick their suits apart, hinting at how essential their suits are in enabling them to survive on Mars
(p. 61-62). The Super Science Showcase Answers article
titled “Why is There Static Electricity in Martian Soil?” (p.
75-77) explains issues such as how survival on Mars would
be impossible without a spacesuit due to low air pressure
on Mars and high levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (p. 75). The article also explains that Mars appears
red because of its Iron Oxide (rust) surface, a substance
that results from the mixing of iron, oxygen, and water (p.
75). Finally, the article discusses how Mars has dust storms
that can last for months (p. 76). These dust storms in combination with cosmic rays interacting with the atmosphere
cause “atmospheric electricity” on Mars (p. 76).

EARTH SCIENCE
In chapter 3, the LightSpeed Pioneers are in the briefing room a hologram that looks like a green orb that spins
slowly, shimmers, and has blue patches begins to project.
The assembled cadets “...watch it as it shimmers, noting
the blue patches, the wisps of cloud wrapping around it.
So much like earth” (p. 19). This part of the narrative reinforces students’ understanding of what the earth looks like
from space, in contrast to its appearance from our view on
earth.
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Gravity is the force that keeps planets in orbit around
the sun and governs the rest of the motion in the solar system” (p. 172, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
The concept of gravity is addressed several times in the
narrative story. For example, in chapter 2 the LightSpeed
Pioneers enjoy “... sports matches made more exciting by
specialist gravity controls” (p. 13). In chapter 4, Jonah tells
Mission Command that they are “Exiting mag grav field”
and then they lose gravity and begin to float (p. 31), the
“zero gravity environment” after take-off causes Bao’s arms
to float upwards (p. 32), and Gina’s arms are described as
“weightless” as she steadies them at the holocontrols (p.

32). In chapter 5, gravity is implicitly addressed again
when “the cadets are flung in their harnesses towards the
roof, which quickly becomes the floor” (p. 48) and Kaycee
“dangles from what is now the ceiling” of the spacecraft
when they make their crash landing on Mars. In chapter 6,
Kent is able to leave his tablet “mid-air,” pointing to the different experience of the forces of gravity on Mars, before it
turns into a minimalist rover (p. 55).
CONTENT STANDARD E: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop abilities of technological design and understandings about science and technology.”
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Many different people in different cultures have made
and continue to make contributions to science and technology” (p. 166, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
1. In chapter 3, the LightSpeed Pioneers are described
as a diverse team. Kent Walker, is described as “scruffyhaired,” and “...thin with a tan complexion, telling of his
Native American heritage…” (p. 20). Another team member, Kaycee, is described as having “black hair, brown eyes,
and a dark complexion…” (p. 20). Finally, Gina is a “firehaired cadet” (p. 16). This diversity shows how many dif-

ferent people in different cultures have made, and continue
to make, contributions to science and technology through
exploration.
“Science and technology are reciprocal. Science helps
drive technology, as it addresses questions that demand
more sophisticated instruments and provides principles
for better instrumentation and technique. Technology is
essential to science, because it provides instruments and
techniques that enable observations of objects and phenomena that are otherwise unobservable due to factors
such as size, distance, location, size, and speed. Technology
also provides tools for investigations, inquiry, and analysis” (p. 166, NSES)
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
Throughout the narrative, several different technologies are mentioned and used by the LightSpeed Pioneers.
For example, Laika is “holographic artificial intelligence” in
the form of an “anthropomorphic animal” (p. 20-21). Gina
also has a holotablet and holographic controls that she uses
to pilot the “Tandem Exploration Craft” (p. 31). The “Tandem Exploration Craft” also has a holographic animation
that sends a warning when her trajectory is off and she is
too close to the orbitor to make a safe landing (p. 32). The
Whipple Shield, which is a special shield designed to protect spaceships from space junk, is also mentioned in the
Science Showcase Answers article titled “What is Space

Junk?” Another piece of technological equipment called,
“Augmented Reality,” is used by the Beard as he uses it to
see calculations of the distance and trajectory of the “Tandem Exploration Craft” across the lenses of his binoculars (p. 49-50). In chapter 6, Kent uses a holodisc of Laika
to have some extra eyes to help locate Gina and Bao when
they get seperated on Mars. Kent also experiences technology issues as Laika is “offline” so they cannot contact “The
Infinite Horizon” or Gina and Bao (p. 56-57).
“Scientific inquiry and technological design have similarities and differences. Scientists propose explanations for
questions about the natural world engineers propose solutions relating to human problems, needs, and aspirations.
Technological solutions are temporary; technologies exist
within nature and so they cannot contravene physical or
biological principles; technological solutions have side effects; and technologies cost, carry risks, and provide benefits” (p. 177, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
This standard can be seen throughout the narrative. The
LightSpeed Pioneers (Scientists) have questions about Mars
(natural world) and engineers propose solutions (Tandem
Exploration Craft, Spacesuits, Aerodynamic Decelerators,
etc.) to make their aspiration of exploring and learning
about Mars possible. Of course, these solutions are temporary in that the LightSpeed Pioneers are able to explore

Mars, but would not be a permanent solution and do not
“contravene physical or biological principles” that make
Mars inhospitable to human life. Finally, the costs, risks,
and benefits of technology are seen throughout the narrative as the LightSpeed Pioneers encounter dangerous situations due to technology that has been created, but are also
able to use their technology to evade life-threatening situations.
“Perfectly designed solutions do not exist. All technological solutions have trade - offs, such as safety, cost, efficiency, and appearance. Engineers often build in back-up
systems to provide safety. Risk is part of living in a highly technological world. Reducing risk often results in new
technology” (177, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
In chapter 3, the technology and features included on the
“Tandem Exploration Craft,” which they will use for their
mission to Mars, is explained by Laika to the LightSpeed
Pioneers. Laika explains that it features “Aerodynamic Decelerators” to stabilize the landing dive, “airbag-like” cushions that deploy upon landing, and coupled pods that break
apart at entry to cover more space (p. 23). All of these features and technologies included on the “Tandem Exploration Craft” are directly related to reducing the risks of space
missions. At the end of her presentation, Laika also makes
it very clear, by showing the “Tandem Exploration Craft”

crashing, that these solutions are not perfectly designed
and that the LightSpeed Pioneers still have to ensure that
they maintain “the proper trajectory” from when they
detach until their entry (p. 23). This section of the book
demonstrates to 5th-8th grade students how risk is always
part of living in a technological world and how technology
cannot completely ensure your safety.
CONTENT STANDARD F: SCIENCE IN PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop understanding of personal health; populations, resources, and environments; natural hazards; risks and benefits; science and technology in society” (p. 166, csun.edu).
“Students should understand the risks associated with
natural hazards (fires, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions), with chemical hazards
(pollutants in air, water, soil, and food),with biological hazards (pollen, viruses, bacterial, and parasites), social hazards (occupational safety and transportation), and with
personal hazards (smoking, dieting, and drinking)” (p. 169,
NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
1. In chapter 4, the LightSpeed Pioneers encounter a very
different kind of hazard called space junk. The “space junk”
they encounter on their mission is explained as “...the ac-

cumulation of centuries of space exploration, cosmic litter
created by all manner of broken down man-made junk” (p.
37). This feature of the narrative, will help students understand that their are social hazards related with space exploration and the risks associated with it.
2. The Super Science Showcase Answers article “What
Is Space Junk?” also directly addresses this risk associated with space travel. Staff contributor, Madison, explains
space junk as “a term for the remnants and debris of old
satellites and other spacecraft that’s lost in orbit around the
planet” (p. 44). In the same article, Madison also explains
that there are an estimated 170 million pieces of space junk
currently in orbit. The article also gives examples of ways
large space junk can fall out of its orbit around the planet
and fall onto earth, hurting people below. The example of
an Oklahoma woman being hit in 1997, the Japanese sailors injured in 1969, and the skylab that decayed and fell in
1979 above Australia are all provided as evidence of this
dangerous, yet probable occurrence. Donald Kessler’s work
is also mentioned and the Kessler Event, which is a term for
when multiple collision of space junk would lead to “Low
Earth Orbit” (p. 46) and could cause loss of access to space.
The idea of us having special flights to vacuum space and
clean up the space junk is also proposed.
3. Throughout the narrative, readers are reminded of
the fact that Mars has lots of natural hazards for the LightSpeed Pioneers due to its toxic “Martian” dust and thin atmosphere.

“Science cannot answer all questions and technology
cannot solve all human problems or meet all human needs”
(p. 169, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
In chapter 7, Jonah feels the weight of his decision to
defy mission control. He realizes that his belief that he was
“smart enough” and “strong enough to control all of their
Fates” put the lives of his crew in danger (p. 64). Students
will further understand the development of this idea as
Jonah comments in chapter 11 that “‘Maybe there is some
room for uncertainty in this world’” (p. 98). Gina’s response
to Jonah is “‘So long as it doesn’t stop us,’” hinting that science discovery and exploration must continue despite the
uncertainty and risks involved (p. 98). At the end of the
narrative, Gina concludes that by joining the LightSpeed
Pioneers program she essentially “... committed to face all
manner of certainties and uncertainties, and she would
be ready for them” (p. 98). The understanding that science
cannot answer all questions and technology cannot solve
all human problems or meet all human needs is also covered when Gina thinks “Who knows how we are really supposed to take humanity forward” (p. 98). The inclusion of
this line points to the overarching theme of uncertainty in
science and how it is not meant to be perfect.

“Individuals can use a systematic approach to thinking
critically about risks and benefits. Examples include applying probability estimates to risks and comparing them to
estimated personal and social benefits” (p. 169, NSES).
“Important personal and social decisions are made based
on perceptions of benefits and risks” (p. 169, NSES).
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
1. This “systematic approach” can be seen in chapter
4 when Mission Control calls the LightSpeed Pioneers to
warn them about space debris that has been sighted in their
current trajectory to Mars (p. 34). The LightSpeed Pioneers
mention really needing to continue the mission because of
their points. Their first response is to ask Mission Control
if it could be a mistake or some type of interference, then
they try to reschedule their mission, and finally ask about
changing their speed. They try to lower the risk by proposing different solutions to the problem. When they learn
none of these solutions will work, the LightSpeed Pioneers
demonstrate how to think critically about risks as they
mention knowing how to combat space junk and how they
have practiced in simulations. It seems that they assess it
as a low risk compared to the personal and social benefits
they could gain by continuing. With this knowledge of the
risk and their personal and social benefit of earning points
from the mission, the LightSpeed Pioneers decide to continue their mission to Mars.

2. The idea that important personal and social decisions
are made based on perceived benefits and risks is further
explored in chapter 2 of The LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded
on Mars. In chapter 2, Gina watches the report on the news
hologram about the “Final Frontier Trade Agreement” and
the “Homesteader” movement (p. 14). The news hologram
report features angry protestors who do not agree with the
“Final Frontier Trade Agreement.” The book addresses the
protestors views when Gina sees a young male protesters
shouting “‘We got too many problems here!’” and holding
a sign which reads, “‘We don’t belong out there! Our world
- our destiny - is right here!’” The view that the “Final Frontier Trade Agreement” will hurt the world’s needy by furthering the gap between the rich and poor is also verbalized
by the news anchor during the report Gina watches. In her
conversation with Jonah after watching the news report,
Gina questions whether they (the LightSpeed Pioneers) really belong out in space (p. 16).

NSES Standard Met by Discussion Questions
Included with the Book
CONTENT STANDARD A: SCIENCE AS INQUIRY
“Students should develop the ability to listen to and respect the explanations proposed by other students. They
should remain open to and acknowledge different ideas
and explanations, be able to accept the skepticism of others, and consider alternative explanations” (p. 148, csun.
edu)
How LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars addresses this
standard:
Students should be encouraged to answer and discuss
questions 11-12 included in the book to help foster their
ability to listen and respect their classmates’ ideas.

Now that you’ve read the book,
can you answer all these questions?
MULTIPLE CHOICE & FILL IN THE BLANK
1. In chapter 2, the young male protester on the
news hologram Gina is watching has a sign that
reads…
a) “We don’t belong out there! Our world - our
destiny - is right here!”
b) “Why wasn’t I chosen? I am young - choose
me!”
c) “Going to Mars is too expensive! Our money
should stay where it is made - on earth.”
D) “We have rock formation and red dirt here. Be
content with earth!”

2. In chapter 3, Laika explains to the cadets that
“Mars’ atmosphere is incredibly thin-- less than
_____________ of earth’s…” - meaning that maintaining the proper trajectory is essential to a safe landing.
a) 0%
b) 1%
c) 5%
d) 10%
3. In chapter 6, Gina and Bao are led into a place
called the ____________________ by the Straw Man.
4. In chapter 9, what does Kent use to control the
Straw Man and Beard Man’s bots?
a) The Aerodynamic Decelerators
b) The hologram
c) The holotablet
d) The Whipple Shield
5. According to the Super Science Showcase Answers
article “What Is Radio Frequency?” (p. 85-87), radio
frequency is a special form of _____________________
(or photons).
a) Gamma Ray
b) Visible Light
c) Light Ray
d) Ultra Light

6. In chapter 1, why is Vitality IV not able to stay
alive and complete her mission?
a) Mars is too hot and Vitality IV burns up
b) Mars is too cold for Vitality and she freezes to
death
c) Vitality IV uses solar panels to charge. The dust
on Mars blocks the sunlight so she eventually loses
charge and freezes
d) Vitality IV loses contact with her human caretakers back home
7. According to the Super Science Showcase Answers article “What Is Artificial Intelligence?” (p.
27-29) what are some of the prominent kinds of
artificial intelligence (AI) that computer scientists
are working on?
a) Critical Thinking and Adaptation
b) Reasoning and Planning
c) Learning and Perception
d) Both B and C
8. In chapter 5, Gina experiences unbearable pain
because…
a) She has a gash on her forehead from her crash
landing
b) “Martian” dust is getting into her helmet
through the cracks and making her fight for breath
c) She has a broken wrist due to trying to still control the spacecraft during the crash landing
d) She has a broken leg due to being thrown to the
ceiling of the aircraft due to changes in gravity

9. According to Super Science Showcase Answers
article “Why Is There Static Electricity In Martian Soil?” (p. 75-77) a human surviving on Mars
without a space suit would be impossible due
to __________________ air pressure on Mars and
___________________ levels of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere compared to the air pressure and levels of carbon dioxide on earth.
a) low, low
b) high, low
c) high, low
d) low, high
10. In chapter 10, Jonah is holding the detonator
for the explosives, but he does not actually set
them off. They are set off by…
a) Gina from the control panel “Remote Detonation Trigger”
b) A short circuit caused by Mars’ atmospheric
electricity
c) Bao grabs Gina’s hand and presses the button
for her to redeem her from other mistakes she has
made
d) The Beard grabs it from Jonah and chooses to
destroy the Vitality IV

DISCUSSION
11. From descriptions given throughout The
LightSpeed Pioneers: Stranded on Mars and the
character’s (Kaycee, Bao, Jonah, Gina, and Kent)
experiences on Mars, what can you conclude about
the planet Mars?
12. Imagine you were Gina in the control room
with the “Remote Detonation Trigger.” Would you
press the detonation trigger to save your friends
even though it destroyed the Vitality IV, an invaluable artifact?

Quiz answers
Literal (Level 1) Questions: Students can find the answer to
these questions directly in the text.

1. a
2. b
3. clean room
4. c
5. c
Inferential (Level 2) Questions: Students may have to look
more than one place in the text to find the answer.

6. c
7. d
8. b
9. d
10. a

Evaluative (Level 3) Questions: Students will not be able to
find the answer to these questions directly in the text. Educators should encourage students to stop and think about what
they already know (background knowledge) to help them.
Evaluative questions may also ask students to assimilate new
information into their schema by evaluating some of the information in the text based on their previous knowledge and
beliefs.

11. Answers will vary; strong student responses should be able
to summarize information gained from reading the book by discussing how dusty Mars is, the color of Mars, how it has rock
formations, how it has craters, the ice cap on Mars, the fact that
Mars has some sunlight (but limited amounts), and has a thin
atmosphere with lots of carbon dioxide.
12. Answers will vary; strong students responses will make textto-self connections and should consider the lesson Gina and Jonah learn about uncertainty in life and in science.

WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
By Adrelton, Super Science Showcase Staff
The definition for Artificial Intelligence (or AI)
is simple. We’re not talking about your little brother
when he makes up his answers on his math quiz (he’s
got real intelligence, that’s just called “not studying”). Artificial Intelligence is intelligence exhibited by machines. While what exactly “intelligence
exhibited by machines” means is often in the eye of
the beholder, generally speaking, AI is accepted by
most to be referring to when a machine or computer
makes independent decisions based on what it encounters in a given situation-- and not based on a set
of programming.
There are many different kinds of AI that computer scientists are working on. A few of the more
prominent are: Reasoning; Planning; Learning; and
Perception. Scientists and programmers are trying
to develop computer software that can learn and re-

inforce wanted outcomes (called Goals) and to do so
without being explicitly programmed prior for a given situation.
Currently there are two different approaches
to creating AI: Hard (or Symbolic); and Soft (or
Sub-Symbolic). Symbolic means the data fed to the
AI entity is in the same format as data provided to
humans, while sub-symbolic means that the data is
instead fed to the AI in a form more similar to a computer search, translating the data into what’s called
Assembly Language.
Sometimes it can be difficult to tell what is and
isn’t AI. For instance, if a computer is programmed
with a sufficient level of statistical ability, it might
be able to make more accurate predictions about
what will happen than a person can, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean the computer is smarter-- it’s just
able to work through complex equations much more
quickly to formulate a prediction. Many stockbrokers now use very complex computer programs to
assist in the selection of stocks to be purchased, but
again, it doesn’t mean these programs are smarter-they’re just tools offering support to the stockbroker
who will make the ultimate decision based on many
factors.
The state of the science of AI has taken giant leaps
in the past few years, as the amount of computing
power has grown significantly. The more computing
power an AI entity has, the more likely a true, sentient AI can be developed. With that said, true, sen-

tient AI-- though likely-- is not necessarily a given.
A famous computer scientist, Alan Turing, for instance, thought it was impossible for a computer to
ever think as humans think-- but also conceded that
if, when questioned, a computer’s answer could not
be differentiated from a human response, then the
computer is as intelligent as a human. This test (the
Turing Test) is used often today to help gauge what
level an AI has currently reached.
Early Artificial Intelligence is already here, and
odds are you already interact with it to some degree in your everyday life. Self driving automobiles,
planes, and even ships all use AI; a form of AI exists in most smart phones and smart home devices,
called Virtual (or Digital) Assistants; AI can even be
found in a number of smart appliances, like refrigerators and vacuums!
Some scientists are afraid that AI might get out
of hand and that computers will learn to do things
not beneficial to us humans. Movies are ripe with
this kind of anxiety. Some fear that if computers do
ever attain a level of intelligence that is superior to
humans, they might combine their superior cognitive abilities to become masters of the world. Other
scientists view such fears as nonsense and believe
that these scientists are forcing human logic onto a
computer “brain” that would have no use for it. Only
time will tell who’s right.
Should we worry about the computers taking
over? Or is this just something that happens in

post-apocalyptic movies? Well, we won’t know until
we know-- but if it’s keeping you up at night, remember-- a computer is ultimately just another machine,
and we’ve always managed to keep our machines
under control.
For now.

WHAT IS SPACE JUNK?
By Madison, Super Science Showcase Staff
There are plenty of hazards in space travel. One
that’s of our own making is what’s called Space Junk,
a term for the remnants and debris of old satellites
and other spacecraft that’s lost in orbit around the
planet. While potentially damaging, larger space
junk usually isn’t much of a real threat, because it
can be tracked, and is. Flights to space can plot the
location of these larger pieces of debris and maneuver around them. The smaller junk, however, is
much more potentially hazardous.
What is the small stuff? Well, there are actually many kinds of small and even microscopic man
made objects lost in orbit, the most common being
flecks of paint from spacecraft, as well as frozen
coolant (and other spacecraft waste) that has solidified and become a hazard. These items can and
do hit spacecraft and have the potential to severely
damage them. In fact, these items are so common

and so dangerous to machinery that a special shield,
called a Whipple Shield, was developed to combat it.
There are currently an estimated 170 million pieces of space junk in orbit around the earth. Some will
eventually suffer from a decay in orbit and burn up on
reentry to the Earth’s atmosphere, but as long as we
continue to go into space, the amount of small debris
will not decrease-- more likely, it will increase. It takes
many years for a piece of junk’s orbit to decay, but it
takes only seconds for new junk to be lost in space.
There is an official tracking system for all large objects in orbit. Currently there are around 18,000 items
being tracked. While these items are mostly satellites
(some now defunct), there are also many space boosters, used rockets and other defunct spacecraft that
have themselves remained in orbit. There are also
military items, some highly secretive, that are also
tracked.
Space junk that is large enough can eventually fall
back to the earth, and can sometimes be a threat to
humans. There have been at least two documented
cases of space debris hitting people-- one of the events
happened at sea in 1969, where several Japanese sailors were injured from reentered space debris; and the
other occurred in 1997 in Oklahoma, when a woman
was also hit, but not injured. There have likely been
other unreported instances as well.
Skylab, the United States’ first space station, suffered a decay in orbit and fell back to earth in 1979. It
was a media sensation at the time, with news outlets

reporting endlessly on the potential hazard of its falling debris. There were even Skylab watching parties
held across the world (as no one knew exactly where
Skylab would reenter the atmosphere). Skylab did finally fall back to earth on July 11, 1979, breaking up
mostly above Australia, in what was a fiery but decidedly non-lethal conclusion to the media frenzy-- no
one was hurt, and very little damage was done.
Since we will continue to journey into space for
many decades and millenia to come, there will likely
have to be a more viable solution for the space junk
problem (that will only get worse) to ensure the safe
journey of future astronauts. There may be special
flights in the future that will vacuum space to remove
the smaller space junk, and use special machines to
retrieve the larger items. This would help prevent a
possible Kessler Event-- an event proposed by NASA
scientist Donald Kessler in 1978 that suggested there
could be multiple collisions of space junk that would
cause larger junk to break up into smaller junk; these
new smaller pieces of junk would collide, leading to
even smaller junk; which would collide, leading to
EVEN smaller junk; and on and on. This could lead to
a scenario where there is SO MUCH space junk orbiting the planet’s Low Earth Orbit, that it would significantly increase the risk of space travel.
Unfortunately, we’ve always left trash in our wake
and space has been no different; but one day-- and one
day soon-- we may have to solve this trash problem
for good-- or else lose our access to space.

Why Is There Static Electricity in
Martian Soil?
By Steph, Super Science Showcase Staff
There’s a lyric in the classic song “Rocket Man”, by
Elton John, that goes: “Mars ain’t the kind of place to
raise your kids.” And that’s no lie.
The atmosphere of Mars is very thin compared
to Earth’s; to be specific, the air pressure at the surface of Mars is less than 1% of the air pressure at the
surface of Earth. Also, the composition of the atmosphere is mostly carbon dioxide (whereas carbon dioxide is only a trace molecule in Earth’s atmosphere)
with only traces of other gases. These are the main
reasons why surviving on Mars without a space suit
or artificial environment would be impossible for
humans.
Mars appears red to us because its surface is composed of Iron Oxide, which is also known more
commonly back home as Rust. It’s formed by a reaction caused when iron and oxygen mix (often the

oxygen is in the form of H2O-- you know, water). Iron
Oxide is everywhere on Mars and, along with the
Dust Storms that are common on the planet’s surface (some can last for months and cover nearly half
the planet), Mars appears quite red from our vantage
point, just as Earth appears blue because it is covered
mostly by water.
Though the Martian atmosphere is thin (especially compared to what we’re used to on Earth), it still
has an electrical charge. Atmospheric electricity is
developed during both the planet’s dust storms and
through the atmosphere’s interaction with cosmic
rays. Like all planets, Mars is constantly bombarded by cosmic rays; but with its thin atmosphere, it’s
unable to shield its surface from these dangers like
Earth’s does.
Static Electricity forms when an electrical imbalance develops between an item and its surroundings.
On Earth, surface water acts as a natural “ground”
for static electricity, which typically keeps our planet’s surface largely static free (though this isn’t completely true-- who hasn’t been shocked by a door knob
in the winter; also, most lightning is actually a really
big discharge of static electricity from the surface to
the atmosphere).
Mars has no surface water (at least none that humans have yet detected), so the static electricity in
the Martian surface is significantly more potent, and
could prove a significant threat to the first humans
to explore the planet. Since movement builds static

electricity (the outer electrons of atoms are held under looser bonds on some elements and the build up
of these electrons causes the static charge), humans
will have to be able to insulate themselves from the
static discharge or else face significant threats.
One way that may prove effective is to insulate all
items used in the movement of an astronaut’s space
suit with non-conductive materials, such as Teflon,
that has a very high Resistivity (this means that it
resists the flow of electrons). This approach might
prove too cumbersome, however, as the insulation
may be less flexible than the needs of future human
explorers.
The problem of Martian static electricity has been
much studied by scientists and the constant voltage
discharge on the Martian surface even has its own
name, Triboelectricity. Scientists know that this
small but continuous discharge would zap (or short
circuit) some of the electrical devices that we will
depend on for survival on such an alien surface.
The Pathfinder and other Mars rovers were designed with thousands of small Tungsten needles,
very thin (about 0.0001 inch in diameter), that discharge the static electricity from the surface into
the atmosphere, thus protecting the electronics in
the vehicles. It is likely that any future human visitors to Mars will have to be able to discharge the surface’s static electricity in some similar fashion.

What is Radio Frequency?
By Caleb, Super Science Showcase Staff
Ever wondered how a radio works? You know,
the thing your parents turn on in the car when they
can’t get their phone’s bluetooth to connect? Maybe
good ol’ fashioned radio isn’t as impressive nowadays as Smart phones, Wi-Fi, or smart home devices-- but it’s one of the most important technological
breakthroughs of the 19th century, and without it,
many of our favorite daily use technologies of the
21st century never could have been developed.
So, let’s start with the basics. A radio broadcast is
sent from a radio station to the terrestrial radio in
your parent’s car by an electromagnetic wave we
call a Radio Frequency. This RF is used to send the
signal through the atmosphere and forms the basis
for how radio (and television) work when coming in
from local, terrestrial stations. So it’s radio frequencies you have to blame for your parent’s NPR habit.
The radio frequency band is from around 3 kHz

to about 300 GHz (the k means thousand and the G
means billion; the Hertz means cycle per seconds;
thus the RF is Oscillating at from 3,000 cycles per
second to about 300 billion cycles per second-that’s a lot of cycles!). The RF band is only one band
of the Electromagnetic Spectrum, which also includes visible light, microwaves, infrared, ultra
light, x-ray, and gamma rays (you know, the things
that created the Hulk).
RF is really a special form of a Light Ray (or photons), and we’ve discovered many uses for it. Television and radio are the most obvious examples,
but there are many other uses for RF including in
medicinal and defense technologies (Medical Resonance Imaging and access denial, for instance);
general radio use such as the police band or the citizens band; shortwave radio; in smart phones and
other phone communication technologies; and
many computer uses (including Wi-Fi).
RF was first predicted by James Clark Maxwell in a
paper from 1864 which showed equations describing the electromagnetic spectrum. The first person
to prove that radio waves did exist was Heinrich
Hertz, a German scientist between 1885 and 1889.
Hertz wrote a book describing his findings that was
published in 1892 which led the way to many of the
RF uses we enjoy even today.
Radio waves were used by Guglielmo Marconi in
1895 to transmit the first wireless signal in Italy.
The first transoceanic radio wave was submitted

by Marconi later in 1895 and led to the use of radio
by ships to communicate with other ships and to
transmit emergency signals when necessary.
An American, Lee Forrest, developed technology
that allowed the enhancement of the radio signal to
receivers that resulted in AM (or Amplitude Modulation) radio. FM radio was later essentially invented
by another American, Edwin Howard Armstrong,
which remains the most popular band for terrestrial radio today.
Smart phones. Wi-Fi. Emergency bands. Global
communications. All of these game changing technologies are thanks, in whole or in part, to radio frequency-- as far as I’m concerned, a much unsung
hero of the human race.

GLOSSARY
By the Super Science Showcase Staff
Amplitude Modulation the modulation of a wave
by varying its amplitude, primarily used as a
means of radio broadcasting, in which an audio
signal combines with a carrier wave.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) the theory, development and implementation of computer systems
able to perform tasks that normally require human
intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, translation between
languages, etc.
Assembly Language a low-level code of symbols
converted by an assembler.
Dust Storms a strong wind that carries clouds of
dust, soil, and sand over a large area.
Electromagnetic Spectrum the range of wavelengths over which electromagnetic radiation extends over.
Goals (Artificial Intelligence) wanted outcomes
from a piece of artificial intelligence software.

Iron Oxide or Rust chemical compounds composed
of iron and oxygen.
Kessler Event the Kessler syndrome, proposed by
the NASA scientist Donald J. Kessler in 1978, is a
scenario in which the density of objects in orbiting
the Earth in low Earth orbit is high enough that collisions between objects could generate space debris
that increases the likelihood of further collisions.
Light Ray or Photons a particle that represents a
quantum of light or other electromagnetic radiation.
Low Earth Orbit a low Earth orbit is defined by
Space-Track.org as an Earth-centered orbit with at
least 11.25 periods per day and an eccentricity less
than 0.25. Most of the man made objects in space
are in LEO orbits.
Oscillating vary in magnitude or position in a regular way about a central point.
Radio Frequency radio frequency refers to an oscillation rate of an alternating electric current of a
magnetic, electric or electromagnetic field or mechanical system in the frequency range from around
twenty thousand times per second to around three
hundred billion times per second.
Resistivity a fundamental property of a material
that quantifies how strongly that material resists
the flow of electric current.
Skylab skylab was a United States space station
launched and operated by NASA, and occupied for
about 24 weeks between May 1973 and February

1974. It’s also the only space station the U.S. has operated exclusively without the aid of other nations.
Space Junk initially, the term space junk referred
to the natural debris found in the solar system, like
asteroids, comets, and meteoroids. However, with
the beginning of the NASA Orbital Debris Program,
the term also refers to the junk from the mass of defunct, artificially created objects in space, especially
Earth orbit.
Static Electricity a stationary electric charge, typically produced by friction, that causes sparks or the
attraction of dust or hair.
Sub-Symbolic (Artificial Intelligence) methods
of sub-symbolic artificial intelligence manage to
approach intelligence without specific representations of knowledge, unlike symbolic methods.
Symbolic (Artificial Intelligence) symbolic artificial intelligence is the collection of all methods
in artificial intelligence research that are based on
high-level “symbolic” (human-readable) representations of problems, and was the dominant paradigm of AI research from the mid-1950s until the
late 1980s.
Triboelectricity electric charge generated by friction.
Tungsten tungsten, or wolfram, is a chemical element with symbol W and atomic number 74.
Turing Test the Turing test, developed by Alan Turing in 1950, is a test of a machine’s ability to exhibit
intelligent behavior equivalent to, or at least indis-

tinguishable from, that of a human.
Virtual (or Digital) Assistants a digital assistant is
a software agent that can perform tasks or services
for an individual.
Whipple Shield the Whipple shield or Whipple
bumper, invented by Fred Whipple, is a type of hypervelocity impact shield which is used to protect
manned and unmanned spacecraft from collisions
with micro-meteoroids and other orbital space junk.

